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sMall actions enrich our coMMunist convictions
MEXICO — In capitalism, we are condemned
to live under the sentence, “Work or starve.” We
are enslaved at poverty wages and forced to work
at machines in the factories or in service in large
commercial chains. Who puts up with this? Only
those with the greatest need to take bread home
for their families.
I understood this when I lived it. I was paid to
be a henchman (supervisor of workers) at a company without realizing that I was also part of this
slavery. Here I became restless for left ideas. I
asked my friends at work, “Why are we so
screwed?”
Some responded, “That’s how we have to live.
Let’s thank god that we have a job.”
I said, “No! There are enough resources! Just
look here at how much food they throw away!”
All of the situations I lived through gave me
problems with the boss, and I was forced to resign. My living conditions changed a lot.
I asked myself, “How is it possible that the
working class doesn’t have access to the fruit of
its labor? How is it possible that the ruling class,
without moving a finger, takes the wealth that
workers produce?”
I thought, “The manifesto of the communist
party is still alive; we need a revolution to put an
end to the way we are living. Capitalism demonizes communism. We live in a world with individualistic principles, in which people don’t
express their convictions because of fear and
doubt.”
I hadn’t freely expressed my ideas about capitalism until I met a group of ICWP comrades.
That’s when I realized that there are others who
think that we live in forced misery, legalized slavery.

ICWP comrades invited me to meetings and to
share ideas and experiences. They talk about how
we can change forever the situation in Mexico
and the rest of the world. The conclusion is that
there are enough resources for everyone. The
problem lies in access since resources are concentrated in the hands of a few while millions die
of hunger.
After going to meetings, a group of us comrades met to go out to spread communist ideas
through our newspaper, Red Flag. At first, I was
impatient and doubtful about what we would be
doing.
When my friend arrived, I saw that she had a
lot of newspapers in her purse. I thought, “We’re
going to give out the newspaper. Perfect! It’s time
to go out into the streets to spread communist
ideas.”
I felt a little nervous since I had never participated in such an activity, but it was time to do it.
It’s necessary that communist ideas reach more
people and that they see that a new world can
exist, free from exploitation and guaranteeing the
basic needs of life.
We identified ourselves as communists to the
people. Some were bewildered. Others paid attention to the speech of the comrade who led the
group.
An older person was surprised that it was we
youth who were spreading communist ideas and
said, “I thought that this movement had been
eradicated. It has been years since I have known
about groups like you who oppose the system,
but it gives me great pleasure to know that this is
still alive.”
We appreciated his comments and he asked if
the ideals of Marx continue to be alive in com-
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munism. My friend answered, “Yes, we stand on
the shoulders of giants.” After this, we received
some coins and continued giving out the newspaper.
Let the doubts arise. Communist ideas are
being disseminated and the movement is spreading beyond the borders.
Comrades, that is why we are here; you have
brought us; you have formed us. We are part of
the society that you have forged. With this spirit
of struggle and convinced that we deserve a better world, I ask that we keep this flame alive.
Twenty years of struggle motivate me to continue fighting for this line. Comrades, we must
abolish capitalism and all forms of exploitation.
I do not say goodbye, I send cordial greetings
from Mexico.

“Without revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary movement.” Lenin, What Is To Be Done

learning dialectics froM history
Like everything else, communist dialectical
philosophy did not simply jump into existence.
Its development has been a long process involving many theoretical struggles. These struggles
have always been connected to practical political
and economic issues. Getting a thorough understanding of dialectics in the 21st century requires
knowing something about the process that got us
here. This means that we have to study both the
milestones and the mistakes in the development
of dialectics within the communist movement.
That is the purpose of this series.
In the first column in the series, we surveyed
profound ideas from dialectical theory before
Marx, ideas from Heraclitus and from Hegel. In
this column and the next we discuss ideas from
Karl Marx, the founder of communist dialectics.
Karl Marx once wrote that he intended to produce a compact summary of his views about dialectics, but he never got around to it. Instead he
applied his dialectical approach to many topics
in his book Capital and in his political writings.
These are our sources for Marx’s dialectics and
they are good sources, since they show what dialectics can be used for.
Dialectical Contradiction
Marx wrote that dialectical contradictions
(which he called “Hegelian”) are the “source of
all dialectics.” His examples show that a contradiction consists of two connected opposites that
struggle and interfere with each other. For example, Marx described the contradictory relation
between the use value and exchange value of a
commodity (what you use it for vs. what you pay
for it) as two “mutually conditioning, inseparable moments, which belong to one another, but

which are at the same time extremes which exclude or oppose one another.” In capitalism, no
matter how hungry you are, if you don’t have the
cash, you don’t eat. Here the two sides of the
contradiction are called “moments,” and the kind
of connection they have is called “mutually conditioning.” That means that each side makes the
other side different, like the two sides of the relation between parents and children.
Not all opposites contradict each other all the
time. For example, circulation of goods and services that workers need stands in opposition to the
circulation of money and credit in a capitalist
economy. Much of the time money and credit
make the circulation of goods easier. In an economic crisis, however, debts and the need for
money to pay them get in the way of the circulation of commodities and freeze up the economy.
Then the two opposites, goods and services vs
money and credit, struggle with each other. That
is what makes their opposite relationship a contradiction.
Other Contradictions of Capitalism
Marx identified many contradictions within
capitalism, including those that lead to “explosions, cataclysms, crises, … regularly occurring
catastrophes … [and] finally to its violent overthrow.” One tendency in capitalism is to increase
the forces of production without limit. This tendency exists because competition drives each
capitalist to produce more goods at a lower cost.
under capitalism, however, things will only
be produced if they can be sold for a profit.
When capitalists try to find buyers for their production, they come up against a contradictory
opposite. A large part of capitalism’s output is

sold to workers who must be able to afford the
product. But to make profits in production, capitalists need to hold down the wages of workers.
The capitalists’ need to expand production and
sell it to workers, and their need to hold down
workers’ wages contradict each other.
Marx calls this contradiction the fundamental
contradiction of capitalism. It is an example of a
general pattern of the contradiction between capitalism’s fundamental relations of ownership and
control, and the development of the forces of
production. This contradiction means that although capitalism has created tremendous productive forces, the things the bosses need to do
to make maximum profits interfere with the
fullest growth of production to meet people’s
needs.
Resolution of Contradictions
It is a basic idea of dialectics that when a contradiction exists and its two opposite sides struggle, the contradiction tends to move toward its
own elimination. The process of elimination of
a contradiction is called resolution. Marx wrote
that the contradiction between the workers as a
class and the capitalists as a class “is private
property as its developed relation of contradiction, hence an energetic relation driving toward
resolution.” In a capitalist crisis, the contradiction between the use of money and the circulation of goods is eventually resolved—until the
next crisis. The fundamental contradiction between expanding production and holding down
wages can’t be resolved under capitalism, however, but only by communist revolution.
In our next column, we will discuss Marx’s
ideas on how contradictions can be resolved.

